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Objectives

By the end of today you should be able to...

1. Reviewing some common patterns in Snowy States
a. You should be able to describe how to fix the three problems

2. Tiles
a. Describe how tiles are used in games
b. Practice using Tiled, a tile editor
c. Demonstrate how to put tilemaps into Phaser

3. Your Endless Runner
a. Have answers to your questions about your endless runner
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Git tools

https://www.sourcetreeapp.com/

https://www.gitkraken.com/

https://git-scm.com/downloads/
guis 
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https://www.sourcetreeapp.com/
https://www.gitkraken.com/
https://git-scm.com/downloads/guis
https://git-scm.com/downloads/guis


Snowy States Pitfalls
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Passing Local 
Variables
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Try to avoid global variables

game.state.start('Play', 
true, false, this.score)



Snowflakes 
cleanly 

wrapping
No popping at the edges of the 

screen!
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Snowflakes 
cleanly 

wrapping
No popping at the edges of the 

screen! OR
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Reverse 
toggles too 

quickly
This kind of threshold 

problem is one that you'll 
encounter a lot
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problem



Threshold Problem
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Threshold Problem
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enter()



Threshold Problem
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exit()



Race condition!
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Add a threshold
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enter()

exit()



Reverse 
toggles too 

quickly
This kind of threshold 

problem is one that you'll 
encounter a lot
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or

problem



Tiles
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“Tile engines give a structured way
to create large worlds with a very
small amount of graphic assets. They
encourage asset reuse by breaking
the world up into a grid that can
have tiles placed into each grid cell.”
An Introduction to HTML5 Game Development
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By Grabthar's Hammer, What a Savings: Making 
the Most of Texture Memory with Sprite Dicing
By Jon Manning
https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1025419/By-Grabthar-s
-Hammer-What

https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1025419/By-Grabthar-s-Hammer-What
https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1025419/By-Grabthar-s-Hammer-What
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https://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/JoelBurgess/20130501/191514/Skyrims_Modular_Approach_to_Level_Design.php

https://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/JoelBurgess/20130501/191514/Skyrims_Modular_Approach_to_Level_Design.php


Modular Level Kits

http://twvideo01.ubm-us.net/o1/vault/gdc2016/Presentations/Burgess_Joel_Modular%20Level%20De
sign.pdf 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBAM27YbKZg

https://youtu.be/JKn7u09mR8M 

http://twvideo01.ubm-us.net/o1/vault/gdc2016/Presentations/Burgess_Joel_Modular%20Level%20Design.pdf
http://twvideo01.ubm-us.net/o1/vault/gdc2016/Presentations/Burgess_Joel_Modular%20Level%20Design.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBAM27YbKZg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKn7u09mR8M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBAM27YbKZg
https://youtu.be/JKn7u09mR8M
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Tiles are efficient
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“Tiled is a general purpose tile map editor. It
is meant to be used for editing maps of any
tile-based game, be it an RPG, a platformer
or a Breakout clone.”

Tiled documentation
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“Tiled supports straight rectangular tile layers, 
but also projected isometric, staggered 
isometric, and staggered hexagonal layers.

A tileset can be either a single image containing 
many tiles, or it can be a collection of individual 
images.

In order to support certain depth-faking 
techniques, tiles and layers can be offset by a 
custom distance and their rendering order can 
be configured.”

Tiled Documentation



New tilemap
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tile width
tile height
[ Best to stick with powers of 2 ]

map size in tiles

straight rectangular tile layers
CSV = comma-separated values
z-index rendering order for overlapping 
tiles
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create a new tileset

Stamp tool to 
place tiles

Try shape fill + random mode
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Tileset name
What kind of tileset are you 

creating? (Make sure to "Embed in map")

Which image are you using?
Which color is transparent?

Margin = space around tiles
Space = space between tiles
(both of these are usually 0)

Create a new tileset (will save a .tmx file)



Tiled Layer Types
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Tile Layers: Arrays of tile reference data. Contain no additional information 
beyond tile orientation flags. All tiles are grid-aligned.

Object Layers: Store additional information that doesn’t fit in Tile Layers. 
Objects may be freely positioned, resized, and rotated. Allows for custom 
properties.

Group Layers: Used to group and organize layers into hierarchies.

Image Layers: Contain a single image for game foregrounds and/or 
backgrounds. (Not particularly useful.)

Note: All layers may be hidden, partially visible, or given an offset to create depth effects.



File Formats

.png
Tilemap image
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.json
Map data

.tmx
Tiled map file

.tsx
Tiled tileset file

Phaser Tiled



Export to Phaser

You'll need to export in ".json" map files format!
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Tilemaps in Phaser

1. Load the data from Tiled (both the JSON data and the spritesheet)

2. Create a Phaser Tilemap object

3. Add a fileset image to the Tilemap object

4. Define Tilemap collision

5. Create a Tilemap Layer that combines image with data

6. Resize the game world to your Tilemap Layer

7. Check object/map collisions
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Tilemaps in Phaser

1. Load the data from Tiled (both the JSON data and the spritesheet)

2. Create a Phaser Tilemap object

3. Add a fileset image to the Tilemap object

4. Define Tilemap collision

5. Create a Tilemap Layer that combines image with data

6. Resize the game world to your Tilemap Layer

7. Check object/map collisions
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preload

create

update
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1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
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Tilemap collision options

Tilemap.setCollision([736, 737, 780, 781], true);

Set the collision for specific tile indices within your Tilemap object. (That 
last boolean enables collision.)

736   737

780   781
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Tilemap collision options

Tilemap.setCollisionBetween(794, 799, true);

Set the collision for a range of sequential tiles within your Tilemap object.

794     795     796      797     798     799
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Tilemap collision options

Tilemap.setCollisionByExclusion([844, 845]);

Set the collision for all within the Tilemap except for those specified in the 
passed array.

844    845



⚠ COLLISION WEIRDNESS ⚠

If you are having collision problems between objects (e.g., your player and 
map tiles), be sure you’re using physics to propel objects rather than direct 
x-/y-coordinate control.

For some reason, body.touching does not work for sprite/tilemap collisions, 
but body.blocked does. I do not know why.

If you’re having collision tunneling issues because your objects move at high 
speeds, increase the TILE_BIAS to a value higher than the default 16 px.
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Sprites from objects

Multiple layers
(but only one can 
have collision)



Adding Object Layers?

Important: Tiled’s Object Layer is simply a 
visual representation of tile references. In 
Phaser, this data must be converted into 
display objects. Adding an Object Layer 
with .createLayer() will not work.
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Tilemaps are tricky in Phaser! 

Be sure to consult both the Phaser CE Tilemaps documentation and the 
Tilemaps examples for more info.
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https://photonstorm.github.io/phaser-ce/Phaser.Tilemap.html
https://phaser.io/examples/v2/category/tilemaps


Your endless runners
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More Debugging Tips
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Useful random debugging advice
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1. When you find a problem, change something so that same problem can't 
happen again
a. assert()
b. Keep a debugging notebook

2. Make debug tools
a. Quicker feedback is better
b. Display values live if possible

3. Only make one change at a time and then test it
4. Just because you paused the game doesn't mean it's paused

a. And stopping one update doesn't mean you stopped all of them
5. console.log() is slow

a. Faster to print an array as a string than to individually print the contents



Useful random debugging advice
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Walk through your code step by step, explaining to yourself what is 
supposed to happen



Useful random debugging advice
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Useful random debugging advice
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Useful random debugging advice
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Useful random debugging advice
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AABB characters and slopes

An example of a real-world 
physics-and-debugging problem in a game 

with 2D physics like yours
https://twitter.com/eevee/status/1133248372624613376 
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https://twitter.com/eevee/status/1133248372624613376

